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It is a pleasure and a privilege to introduce Professor David Thomas. It is, also, a rather 
daunting task. David attended Wyggeston Grammar School in Leicester and, after 
completing his National Service in the Royal Air Force, studied at Worcester College, 
Oxford, where he graduated in 1955. He moved straight to a permanent lectureship in 
Classics at University College, Aberystwyth. There he formed a keen interest in papyrology – 
inspired by the presence in Aberystwyth of Sir Harold Idris Bell, who had retired there after a 
distinguished career at the British Museum. Access to Sir Harold’s learning, and to his 
books, enabled David to write a doctoral thesis in papyrology. In 1966 he moved to Durham 
as Lecturer in Palaeography. He was subsequently promoted to Reader, served as Head of 
the Department of Palaeography and Diplomatic, and became Professorial Fellow in 1990. 
Long after retirement, he remains an active member of our research community and, in 
recognition of this, is an Honorary Fellow in the Department of Classics and Ancient History. 
 
David has devoted his life to editing newly discovered ancient texts – particularly 
documentary Greek papyri retrieved from Oxyrhynchus, in Upper Egypt. Editing these papyri 
is exceptionally difficult: apart from gaps and faded letters, the handwriting is informal; the 
language inflected by local dialects; the topics and contexts hard to reconstruct. There are 
no more than 50 people in the world who can make good sense of these papyri: David is one 
of the most distinguished.  His Oxyrhynchus editions have, over decades, provided crucial 
new evidence on ancient culture, religion, the economy, legal practices, military organisation, 
private disputes, and – last but not least – the daily life of ordinary ancient people. 
 
When, in the 1970s, wooden writing tablets were discovered at Vindolanda, the Roman fort 
near here, just south of Hadrian’s Wall, Latinists could make no sense of the cursive script in 
which they were written. They needed David, a scholar working on Greek papyri from Upper 
Egypt (that is to say, on a totally different language and culture), in order to work out what 
these Latin texts said. He had the linguistic competence, technical skill, and human empathy 
required. One of the first tablets David edited was a note scribbled by one woman to 
another: ‘Come and visit me on September 11th, it’s my birthday’. 

 
In our present culture of research management, David’s work could be easily quantified in 
terms of ‘research impact’, but this kind of language would not do justice to it. I mention 
deeper qualities, evident in his life as well as his work: curiosity, modesty, hard work, and a 
commitment to understanding human experience in all its variety. For years, when asked 
how he was, David answered with news not about himself, but about the failing health of his 
wife. His sorrow when she died was palpable – and so was his joy when he married again. I 
distinctly remember how mischievous he looked, as he whispered: ‘I know, it’s strange to be 
married again so late in life, both of us, but what can I say: I truly recommend it!’ 
 
David is the recipient of many honours: he is Fellow of the British Academy and has held 
visiting positions at Princeton, Oxford, Köln, and Leuven. Still, recognition in his home 
institution is important, particularly given how generous he has been in his support of 
younger colleagues and students. His work and life are, for me as for many, a daily source of 
inspiration. 
 
Vice-Chancellor, I present Professor David Thomas to receive the Chancellor’s Medal. 
 


